advantage (probably unconsciously) and linked to export-led growth (almost certainly consciously). But what is the evidence base for this? For the most part it is macroeconomic and macroeconometric. In the main it derives from time series and cross-country correlations between growth in real exports and growth in real output or total factor productivity (TFP) growth. It also derives from a perception that export promoting developing countries outperformed inward orientated developing countries in the second half of the twentieth century.
The 'macro' evidence is controversial with some arguing that links between exporting and growth are clear and causal (e.g. Edwards, 1998) and others arguing that the reality is rather more complicated and the role of export promotion overstated (e.g. Rodrik and Rodriguez, 2000) . Be that as it may, what is interesting is the absence of any substantive microeconomic or microeconometric evidence base to support intervention. This is interesting because it is firms rather than countries, or industries that export and most active export promotion policies tend to be targeted at firms. But that is changing and quite rapidly. Over the last seven or eight years there has been enormous interest in links between entry to export markets and firm level performance. Initially this was empirically driven, in particular by the work of Bernard and Jensen (1995) on US data, quickly followed by a range of studies on other countries. This work seems to point to several regularities in the data. For example, firms which export tend to be larger than those which do not. They also tend to be more productive, exhibiting higher productivity before they enter export markets. In turn these regularities have stimulated the development of models of firm level adjustment by Melitz (2003) , Helpman et al. (2004) and Bernard et al. (2003) to provide some theoretical underpinning to what we seem to be seeing in the data.
In this paper we focus on the United Kingdom, on which a number of studies have now been completed. We review that evidence, but also report on new evidence relating to factors which are related to export market entry and firm level performance once entry has taken place. We begin in Section 8.2 with an analysis of how exporters differ from non-exporters and focus in Section 8.3 on the determinants of entry. Section 8.4 evaluates the consequences of entry. In Section 8.5 we discuss the implications of our results for economic policy and conclude.
How exporters differ
In Table 8 .1 we compare UK export firms and non-exporters across a range of performance characteristics.
2 The first column reports how
